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1. INTRODUCTION
Let g be a finite-dimensional semisimple Lie algebra over C, and let U
w xbe the q-analogue of its universal enveloping defined by Drinfel'd 3 and
w x w xJimbo 4 . According to 7, 3.5.6, 6.2.3, and 6.3.4 , for each dominant weight
l in the weight lattice of g there is an irreducible, finite-dimensional
 . w xhighest weight U-module V l with highest weight l. Kashiwara 5 and
w xLusztig 7, 14.4.12 have independently shown the existence of a certain
 .  . w xcanonical basis B l for V l . In 5 , Kashiwara proves the existence of a
 .crystal basis associated with V l using certain operators and defines a
 .graph the crystal graph which encodes how these operators act on the
 .crystal basis. Using this, he defines B l . In Section 2, we give a descrip-
w xtion of the crystal basis and some of its properties. In 6 , Kashiwara and
 .Nakashima give explicit descriptions of the crystal basis for V l when g is
of type A, B, C, or D. In Section 3, we note that if we can use these
 .descriptions to find a sequence of Kashiwara operators see Definition 2.1
satisfying certain properties, for each element of the crystal basis, then the
canonical basis can be written in a very nice way in terms of these
sequences. In Sections 4]7, we present algorithms which generate se-
quences with the required properties and thus find the canonical basis, for
most of the fundamental modules in types A, C, D, and B, respectively
 . w xsee Theorems 4.2, 5.1, 6.1, and 7.2 . For the remaining cases see 8 .
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Furthermore, we show that with our choice of sequences there is a close
link between the crystal and canonical bases of the fundamental modules
 . in type C n G 3 and the corresponding bases in type A seen 2 ny1
.Proposition 5.2 and also a link between the crystal and canonical bases of
 .the fundamental modules in type D n G 4 and the corresponding basesn
 .in type B see Proposition 7.3 .ny1
w xWe use the treatment in 7, Sects. 1]3 . Let g be a semisimple Lie
algebra, with root system F, simple roots a , a , . . . , a , and Killing form1 2 n
 ., . Let h , h , . . . , h be a basis for a Cartan subalgebra h of g,1 2 n
 . U  .  4satisfying h , h s a h for all h in h and all i g I s 1, 2, . . . , n . Let Yi i
be the Z-lattice spanned by h , h , . . . , h . Let v , v , . . . , v be the1 2 n 1 2 n
 .fundamental weights of g, defined by v h s d , and let X be thei j i j
 .Z-lattice spanned by them the weight lattice . Let d be the minimal
 .  .positive integer so that d a , a is always an integer and d a , a isi j i i
 .always even. If the highest common factor of the d a , a and thei j
1  .d a , a is not 1, then replace d by d divided by this highest commoni i2
 .  .factor. We then define i ? j to be d a , a for each i, j g I, so I, ? is ai j
w x  :Cartan datum as in 7, 1.1.1 . For m g Y and l g X, define m, l to be
 .l m . Define an imbedding of I into Y by i ¬ h and into X by i ¬ ai i
 . w xfor all i g I. We then have a root datum of type I, ? as in 7, 2.2.1 , with
 :  .h , a s a h s A the corresponding symmetrizable Cartan matrix.i j j i i j
1  .For each i g I, we define d to be the integer d a , a . Then d Ai i i i i j2
1  .   .  ..  .s d a , a 2 a , a r a , a s d a , a for each i, j g I, and is thus ai i i j i i i j2
wsymmetric matrix over Z. We use the same numbering as 2, Planches 1 to
xIX .
 .Let Q ¨ be the field of rational functions in an indeterminate ¨ , and
 . w y1 x diA : Q ¨ be the ring Z ¨ , ¨ . For N, M g N and i g I we put ¨ s ¨i
 .and define the following which all lie in A :
¨ N y ¨yNi i !w x w x w x w x w xN s , N s N N y 1 ??? 1 ,i i i i iy1¨ y ¨i i
!w xM iM s .! !N i w x w xN M y ni i
There are referred to as quantized integers, quantized factorials, and
quantized binomial coefficients, respectively. If ¨ is specialised to 1 they
specialise to the usual integers, factorials, and binomial coefficients.
We define the quantized enveloping algebra U corresponding to the
 w x.  .above data as in 7, 3.1.1 and 33.1.5 to be the Q ¨ -algebra U with
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generators 1, E , E , . . . , E , F , F , . . . , F , and K for m g Y, subject to1 2 n 1 2 n m
 X .the relations for each i, j g I and m, m g Y
K s 1,0
K K X s K X ,m m mqm
K E s ¨ a i m .E K ,m i i m
K F s ¨ya i m .F K ,m i i m
Ä Äy1K y Ki i
E F y F E s ,i i i i y1¨ y ¨i i
E F y F E s 0, i / j,i j j i
X X1 y Ap i j p py1 E E E s 0, i / j, . X i j ipXpqp s1yA ii j
X X1 y Ap i j p py1 F F F s 0, i / j . X i j ipXpqp s1yA ii j
Ä Äy1 .where for i g I, we put K s K and K s K . In the last twoi d h i yd hi i i i
summations, p and pX are restricted to the non-negative integers.
 w x.We make the following definitions see 7, 3.1.1 and 3.1.13 . For M g N
M . M w x! M . M w x!and i g I, we put E s E r M and F s F r M , which arei i i i i i
called di¨ ided powers. We also put K s K and Ky1 s K for i g I.i h i yhi i
Let U be the A-subalgebra of U generated by the elements EN ., F N ., KA i i m
for i g I, N g N, and m g Y. It is called the integral form of U. Let Uq be
 . qthe Q ¨ -subalgebra of U generated by the E , i g I, and U be thei A
A-subalgebra of U generated by EN ., i g I, N g N. Let Uy be thei
 . yQ ¨ -subalgebra of U generated by the F , i g I, and U be the A-subal-i A
N . 0  .gebra of U generated by F , i g I, N g N. Let U be the Q ¨ -subalge-i
bra generated by the K , m g Y.m
Let W be the Weyl group of g. So W is the group
m i j2 :W s s , s , . . . , s ¬ s s 1, s s s 1 i / j , .  .1 2 n i i j
where m s 2, 3, 4, 6 if A A s 0, 1, 2, 3, respectively. For r g I, let W ri j i j ji
be the set of distinguished left coset representatives of the parabolic
 4  4subgroup W of W generated by s , s , . . . , s R s .r 1 2 n r
Let Xq: X be the set of dominant weights, i.e., those of the form
l v q l v q ??? ql v g X where v , v , . . . , v are the fundamental1 1 2 2 n n 1 2 n
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weights of g and l , l , . . . , l g N. If L is a U-module, x g L, and1 2 n
l g X, we say that x has weight l if K x s ¨ l m .x for all m g Y. We callm
the subspace of L consisting of all of the elements of weight l the
w xl-weight space of L. As in 7, 3.4.1 , we restrict out attention to U-modules
which are direct sums of their weight spaces. We say that x g L, x / 0, is
 .a highest respectively, lowest weight vector if x has weight l, for some
 . y l g X, E x s 0 respectively, F x s 0 for each i g I and U x s L re-i i
q .spectively, U x s L . Such a vector is uniquely determined up to a
non-zero scalar multiple. We say that L is a highest weight module with
highest weight l if it contains a highest weight vector of weight l. Let
l s l v q l v q ??? ql v be a dominant weight. We follow the con-1 1 2 2 n n
w xstruction in 7, 3.4.5 and 3.5.6 . Let J be the left ideal of U generated by
the elements E for i g I and the elements K y ¨ l m .. for m g Y. Theni m
y y  .the map from U to UrJ taking x g U to x q J is a Q ¨ -vector space
isomorphism, which can be used to transfer the left U-module structure of
y  .UrJ to U . The resulting U-module we denote by M l ; it is called a
 .  .   . .Verma module. Let T l be the left ideal of M l as a Q ¨ -algebra
liq1  .generated by the elements F , for i g I, and let V l be the quotienti
 .  . w x  .module M l rT l . Then, by 7, 6.2.3 and 6.3.4 , V l is an irreducible,
finite-dimensional highest weight U-module with highest weight l, unique
 .up to isomorphism. We fix x as the image of 1 g M l under the natural1
 .  .  .map from M l to V l . Then x is a highest weight vector for V l . If l1
X  .  X.and l are any two distinct dominant weights, then V l and V l are not
 w  .x.  .isomorphic see 7, 6.2.3 b . It is known that V l is the direct sum of its
 w x.  . yweight spaces see 7, 3.4.1 and 3.5.6 . We also write V l s U x , theA A 1
 .  w x.  .integral form of V l see 7, 19.3.1 . For m g Y, we have K V l :m A
 .V l , since K always acts as an integral power of ¨ on an element in aA m
 .  wweight space and V l is the direct sum of its weight spaces see 7,A
x. w x  .19.3.1 . Therefore, by 7, 19.3.2 , V l is a U -module. For each r g I weA A
 .denote by V the module V v with highest weight v . This is called ther r r
r th fundamental module for U.
2. THE CRYSTAL BASIS
We shall need the following definition of the Kashiwara operators see
w x.5, Sect. 2.2 :
 .DEFINITION 2.1. Suppose that l is a dominant weight, and V l is the
w x  .corresponding U-module as above. Fix i g 1, n . Any element m g V l
can be written uniquely as m s  X F k .x X , where the x X satisfy0 F k F k i k , k k , k
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E x X s 0 and K x X s ¨ k
X
x X . Then definei k , k i k , k k , k
Ä kq1. Ä ky1.X XF m s F x , and E m s F x . .  . i i k , k i i k , k
X X0FkFk 1FkFk
w xFollowing Kashiwara 5, 2.3.1 we make the following definition:
DEFINITION 2.2. Suppose that M is an integrable U-module. Let R be
the ring of rational functions in ¨ regular at ¨ specialized to 0. A pair
 .L , B is called a crystal basis of M if the following conditions hold:
 .  .1 L is a free R-submodule of M, and Q ¨ m L ( M.R
 .2 B is a basis of the Q-vector space Lr¨ L .
 .3 L s [ L and B s " B , where M is the n-weight space ofn n n nn
 .M, L s L l M , and B s B l L r¨ L .n n n n n
Ä Ä Ä Ä . w x4 F L : L and E L : L , for all i g 1, n , where E and F arei i i i
 .the Kashiwara operators see Definition 2.1 .
Ä Ä .  4  4 w x5 F B : B j 0 and E B : B j 0 , for all i g 1, n .i i
Ä Ä . w x6 For b , b g B and i g 1, n , b s E b if and only if b s F b .1 2 1 i 2 2 i 1
 .We use 6 to draw the corresponding crystal graph, which is an
indication of how the Kashiwara operators act on the crystal basis. There
is one vertex corresponding to each element of B. If b and b are as in1 2
 .6 , we draw an edge from the vertex corresponding to b to the vertex1
corresponding to b , with the arrow from b to b , and the label i on it.2 1 2
 .The modules V l , for l a dominant weight, always possess a crystal
basis:
 .THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that l is a dominant weight and V l is the
irreducible finite-dimensional highest weight U-module with highest weight l,
 .generated by our fixed highest weight ¨ector x , as abo¨e. Let L l be the1
Ä Ä Ä  .R-submodule generated by the ¨ectors of the form F F ??? F x and let B li i i 11 2 k
 .  .be the subset of L l r¨L l consisting of the non-zero images under the
 .  .  .   .  ..natural projection L l ª L l r¨L l of these ¨ectors. Then L l , B l is
 .a crystal basis of V l .
w xProof. See 5, Sect. 2.6 .
 .THEOREM 2.4. Suppose l is a dominant weight, V l is the corresponding
 .  .U-module, and L , B is a crystal basis for V l . Then there is an automor-
 .  .   .  ..phism of V l taking L , B to L l , B l .
w x wProof. This follows from Theorem 3 in 5, Sect. 2.6 , also noting 7,
 .x6.2.3 b .
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 .If f is an automorphism of V l as a U-module, and x is our fixed1
 .  .highest weight vector in V l , then it is easy to see that f x is again a1
highest weight vector and therefore must be a non-zero scalar multiple of
 . yx . Since x generates V l as a U -module, the automorphism f must be1 1
merely multiplication by this scalar. So, while the crystal basis is not
unique, different crystal bases are very closely related. Note also that, by
 .Theorem 2.4, the crystal graph corresponding to any crystal basis of V l
 .is isomorphic as an oriented, colored graph to the crystal graph corre-
sponding to any other crystal basis, so the crystal graph of such a module
can be defined to be the crystal graph corresponding to any crystal basis.
 .DEFINITION 2.5. There is a comultiplication D on U, which is a Q ¨ -al-
gebra homomorphism from U to U m U, having the following effect on the
generators of U:
Äy1D E s E m K q 1 m E , .i i i i
ÄD F s F m 1 q K m F , .i i i i
D K s K m K , .m m m
D 1 s 1 m 1 .
 w x . wwhere i g 1, n and m g Y . This is the comultiplication D as in 5,y
xSect. 1.4 .
2.  . 3.  . .We write D s D m 1 D, D s D m 1 m 1 D m 1 D, and similarly
D p. for any positive integer p. So D py1.: U ª Ump. If M is a U-module,j
j s 1, 2, . . . , p, we can make M m M m ??? m M into a U-module by1 2 p
defining for u g U, m g M , j s 1, 2, . . . , p,j j
u. m m m m ??? m m s D py1. u m m m m ??? m m , . .  .1 2 p 1 2 p
and extending it linearly to the whole of M m M m ??? m M . Here we1 2 p
use the natural action of Ump on M m M m ??? m M .1 2 p
 .THEOREM 2.6. Suppose L , B is a crystal basis of a U-module M , forj j j
 .j s 1, 2, where each M is a module V l for some dominant weight l.j
 . a Set L s L m L : M m M and B s b m b : b g B , j s1 2 1 2 1 2 j j
4  .1, 2 : Lr¨ L . Then L , B is a crystal basis of M m M .1 2
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 . w xb For b g B , b g B , and i g 1, n , we ha¨e:1 1 2 2
¡ mÄ ÄF b m b if there exists m G 1 such that F b / 0i 1 2 i 1
m~Ä ÄF b m b s and E b s 0; .i 1 2 i 2¢ Äb m F b otherwise.1 i 2
¡ mÄ Äb m E b if there exists m G 1 such that E b / 01 i 2 i 2
m~Ä ÄE b m b s and F b s 0; .i 1 2 i 1¢ÄE b m b otherwise.i 1 2
w xProof. See 5, Section 2.5 .
 w x.Following Kashiwara and Nakashima see 6, 2.1.2 , we make the
following definition:
w x  .DEFINITION 2.7. Fix i g 1, n . Let l be a dominant weight and V l be
 .the corresponding U-module with a crystal basis L , B , and b , b g B.1 2
Ä Ä ÄSuppose further that E b s F b s 0 and F b s b . We say that b is ofi 1 i 2 i 1 2 1
Ä Ätype u for i and that b is of type u for i. If b g B and E b s F b s 0,q 2 y i i
we say that b is of type u for i.0
Ä Ä ÄSuppose instead that b , b , b g B, and that E b s F b s 0, F b s b1 2 3 i 1 i 3 i 1 2
Äand F b s b . We say, for j s 1, 2, 3, that b is of type u for i.i 2 3 j j
w xPROPOSITION 2.8. Fix i g 1, n . Suppose that M , j s 1, 2, . . . , p, arej
 .each U-modules of the form V l , where l is some dominant weight, and that
 .L , B is a crystal basis for each M , with b g B , j s 1, 2, . . . , p. Supposej j j j j
also that each b is of type u , u , or u for i. Then, by Theorem 2.6,j q y 0
b m b m ??? m b lies in a crystal basis for M m M m ??? m M . The1 2 p 1 2 p
Ä Äfollowing procedure describes how E and F act on b m b m ??? m b .i i 1 2 p
 .a Rewrite the tensor formally by replacing each b with u if it is ofj q
type u for i, or with u of u similarly.q y 0
 .b Delete u and also any pair u m u . Repeat this process until there0 q y
are no pairs u m u left. The new tensor t obtained in this manner is calledq y
the i-reduced form of b.
Ä . c To apply E : Change the rightmost u in t to u . If there is no ui y q y
Äin the i-reduced form, then E acts as zero on the original crystal basisi
.element.
Ä To apply F : Change the leftmost u in t to u . If there is no u in thei q y q
Ä .i-reduced form, then F acts as zero on the original crystal basis element.i
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 .  .d Return to t all of the elements deleted in b . Then replace each u ,q
u , or u with the b it was originally. This is well-defined except when a u ory 0 j q
 .u has been changed as in step c . In the case when a u has been replacedy y
with a u , suppose that originally the u was b . Replace the u in t withq y j q
ÄE b . Similarly, if a u has been replaced with a u and the u originally wasi j q y q
Äb , replace the u in t with F b .j y i j
Suppose instead that each b is of type u , u , u , u , u , or u for i. Thej 0 1 2 3 q y
Ä Äfollowing procedure describes how E and F act on b m b m ??? m b :i i 1 2 p
rewrite the tensor formally by replacing elements of type u , u , or u for i0 y q
with u , u , or u respecti¨ ely, and by replacing elements of type u with0 y q 1
u m u , those of type u with u m u and those of type u with u m u .q q 2 y q 3 y y
 .Apply step b abo¨e. Again we call this the i-reduced form of b. Then follow
 .step c abo¨e. Finally, return all the elements deleted to t, and replace each
 .u , u , or u with a b as in d , if it was a single b originally. For aq y 0 j j
pair, if it is unchanged, replace it with the b it was originally. If u m u hasj y y
Äbecome u m u or u m u has become u m u , replace the pair with E b ,y q y q q q i j
where b is what the pair was originally. If u m u has become u m u orj q q y q
Äu m u has become u m u , replace the pair with F b , where b is what they q y y i j j
pair was originally.
w xProof. See Remarks 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 in 6 .
Let y be the Q-algebra automorphism from U to U taking E to E , Fi i i
w x y1  wto F , and K to K , for each i g 1, n and m g Y, and ¨ to ¨ see 7,i m ym
x.  y.3.1.12 . There is an induced Q-linear automorphism also denoted of
y .  wany module V l for U defined by ux s ux for any u g U see 7,1 1
x.  .19.3.4 . Note that every element of V l is of the form ux for some1
u g Uy.
 .  .  .THEOREM 2.9. Suppose V l , B l , and L l are as in Theorem 2.3.
Ä Ä .  .Then for each b g B l there is a unique b g L l such that b ¬ b under
Ä .  .  .  .the canonical projection L l ª L l r¨L l and b g L l l L l . Fur- .
Ä  .4  .  .  .thermore, the set b : b g B l forms a Q ¨ -basis B l for V l , which is
 .called the canonical basis for V l .
w xProof. See 5, Sect. 0 .
Note. Throughout this paper the explicit description of the crystal basis
for the fundamental modules for quantized enveloping algebras of classical
w xtype given by Kashiwara and Nakashima in 6 will be used.
3. MAIN IDEAS
Suppose that g is of type A, B, C, or D, that v is a fundamental weight,r
 .and that V v is a fundamental module for U, the corresponding quan-r
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 .  .tized enveloping algebra. Let B v and L v be as in Theorem 2.3. Letr r
 .x be our fixed highest weight vector in V v . By Theorem 2.3, the1 r
following is true:
 .Remark 3.1. Suppose b g B v . Then there is a sequence i , i , . . . , ir 1 2 k
Ä Ä Äw xin 1, n such that b s F F ??? F x , where x is the unique element inÃ Ãi i i 1 1k ky1 1
 .  .B v with the same weight as x that is, the highest weight . So byr 1
Ä Ä Ä .Definition 2.2 6 , we have E E ??? E b s x .Ãi i i 11 2 k
We shall see that, for the modules we are interested in, it is possible to
Är1 Är2 Är lfind such sequences so that the following is true: write b s F F ??? F x ,Ãj j j 11 2 lÄwhere equal F 's which are adjacent in the product have been groupedi
Ä Är1 Är2 Är ltogether, so j / j , j / j , . . . , and j / j . Put b s F F ??? F x g1 2 2 3 ly1 l j j j 11 2 l
Ä  r1.  r2 .  r l . .V v . Then b s F F ??? F x . If we can do this, it is clear thatr j j j 11 2 l
Ä  .  .  .b ¬ b under the canonical projection L v ª L v r¨L v , and thatr r r
Ä Ä  .  .b s b, whence by Theorem 2.9 the canonical basis of V v is given by:r
ÄB v s b : b g B v . .  . 4r r
To accomplish this, in each case, we shall construct sequences as above
satisfying the following conditions:
 .1 The maximum length of a constant subsequence of i , i , . . . , i1 2 k
is 2.
 .2 For any u for which i is distinct from its neighbors inu
i , i , . . . , i , we have1 2 k
Ä Ä c Ä Ä .   4.a K F ??? F x s ¨ F ??? F x , for some c g 1, 2 , andi i i 1 i i 1u uq1 k uq1 k
Ä Ä .b E F ??? F x s 0.i i i 1u uq1 k
 .  .3 Suppose that for some u, i s i , but i / i if u / 1 andu uq1 uy1 u
 .i / i if u q 1 / k . Then:uq2 uq1
Ä Ä 2 Ä Ä .a K F ??? F x s ¨ F ??? F x , andi i i 1 i i 1u uq2 k uq2 k
Ä Ä .b E F ??? F x s 0.i i i 1u uq2 k
 .We have in 2 , by Definition 2.1,
Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄF F ??? F x s F F ??? F xi i i 1 i i i 1u uq1 k u uq1 k
 .and in 3 ,
Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄF F ??? F x s F F ??? F xi i i 1 i i i 1uq 1 uq2 k uq1 uq2 k
F Fi iu uq1Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä& F F ??? F x s F ??? F x ,i i i 1 i i 1u uq1 k uq2 kw x2 i u
which is enough to achieve the desired result.
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Remark 3.2
Note that it is clear, from the definition of the basic module V and the1
w xcrystal basis in each case given in 6, Sects. 3.2, 4.2, 5.2, and 6.2 , that if b
w xlies in the crystal basis given there, and i g 1, n , then b is of type u , u ,q y
 .or u for i. Also that, if M one of the U-modules V l :0
 .1 If x g M has the same weight as a crystal basis element of type
u for i, then K x s ¨x.q i
 .2 If x g M has the same weight as a crystal basis element of type
u for i, then K x s ¨y1 x.y i
 .3 If x g M has the same weight as a crystal basis element of type
u for i, then K x s x.0 i
 .4 If x g M has the same weight as a crystal basis element of type
u for i, then K x s ¨ 2 x.1 i
 .5 If x g M has the same weight as a crystal basis element of type
u for i, then K x s x.2 i
 .6 If x g M has the same weight as a crystal basis element of type
u for i, then K x s ¨y2 x.3 i
c  U .If x g M has weight n , then K x s ¨ x, where c s n , a . This isi i
n hi.  .because K x s K x s ¨ x by the definition of weight , so K x si h ii
hn , hi. hn , ha U . n , a i
U .  .i U¨ x s ¨ x s ¨ x. Note that we have h s h since h , hi a i ai j
 .  U .  . w xUs a h s A s a , a s h , h for all j g 1, n , h , h , . . . , hj i i j i j a a a a ai j 1 2 n
are a C-basis for h and the Killing form is non-degenerate on h. Therefore,
 U .  .if n is the weight of x in each case and c s n , a , then in 1 , c s 1; ini
 .  .  .  .  .2 , c s y1; in 3 and 5 , c s 0; in 4 , c s 2; and in 6 , c s y2.
w x  .For each r g 1, n denote by L , B a crystal basis of V as inr r r
Theorem 2.3. We shall use this notation throughout. In each case, A , B ,n n
C , and D , we shall use Kashiwara and Nakashima's description of B inn n r
w x6, Sects. 3.3, 5.3, 4.3 & 6.3 .
4. TYPE An
 .For completeness we consider here type A see also Chapter 2 , whichn
enables us to emphasize the connection between A and C . We recall2 ny1 n
here the Dynkin diagram:
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The first fundamental module, V , has dimension n q 1, so B has1 1
n q 1 elements, which we label e , e , . . . , e . The crystal graph is:1 2 nq1
The edge labels are written above the edges, and vertex j corresponds to
 w x.the crystal basis element e see 6, Sect. 3.2 .j
w x mrFor r g 1, n , B is contained in B . It consists of the set:r 1
e m e m ??? m e : 1 F j - j - ??? - j F n q 1 . 4j j j 1 2 r1 2 r
 w x.See 6, Sect. 3.3 . We shall now describe a recursive algorithm which, for
each b g B , will produce a sequence i , i , . . . , i , as in Section 3, suchr 1 2 k
Ä Ä Äthat b s F F ??? F x . We shall define these sequences in such a wayÃi i i 11 2 k
that in Section 5 we will be able to establish a close connection with the
modules in type C.
AN ALGORITHM FOR TYPE A. Suppose b s e m e m ??? m e g B ,j j j r1 2 r
and suppose that b / x . Note that we have x s e m e m ??? m e , sinceÃ Ã1 1 1 2 r
Äeach E kills this vector. Suppose we have defined a sequence for allj
crystal basis elements of this form with smaller sum r j . We say thatss1 s
Äw xe is mo¨able in b if there exists i g 1, n such that E e is not e forj i j jm m s
Ä .any s and is not zero. Note that by condition 5 of Definition 2.2, E ei jm
 4lies in B j 0 . At least one e is movable in b since b / x . Let e beÃ1 j 1 jm m
the vector in b with m minimal such that e is movable. We call this thejm
leftmost mo¨able ¨ector in b.
 .Case a . Suppose e is also in the expression for b, is movable innq3yjm
 .b, and j - n q 1 r2. We put i s n q 3 y j y 1, which is the label onm m
the edge to the left of n q 3 y j .m
 .Case b . If otherwise, we put i s j y 1.m
The idea here is to ensure that the algorithm for type A is2 ny1
compatible with that for type C }see Section 5, and in particular Proposi-n
Ätion 5.2. We shall consider the element E b for this value of i.i
w xNote that, if k g 1, n , then in B , e is of type u for k, e is of type1 k q kq1
u for k, and all other e 's are of type u for k. Since e is movable in b,y p 0 jm
e does not occur in b, so the i-reduced form of b see Proposition 2.8,j y1m
 ..step b must be u . Following the steps through in Proposition 2.8, wey
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Ä Ä .  .see that E b is not zero and that in case a or b here, E b is the tensori i
Äobtained from b by replacing e with e . It is clear that E b has smalleriq1 i i
sum r j , so we have already defined a sequence for it, by assumption,ss1 s
Ä Ä Ä Ä Äsay E b s F F ??? F F x and therefore we have a sequence for b givenÃi i i i i 11 2 k k
Ä Ä Ä Ä  .by b s F F F ??? F x , using condition 6 of Definition 2.2.Ãi i i i 11 2 k
EXAMPLE. We consider the case A when r s 2 and take the crystal5
basis element b s e m e s e m e . For the first step, the leftmostj j 2 61 2
Ä  .  .movable vector is e , as E e s e . We are in case a , since e s e2 1 2 1 nq3yj 61
Äis also in the expression for b, so the algorithm tells us to apply E , which5
takes b to e m e . Here is a summary of all the steps:2 5
Leftmost movable Kashiwara
ÄStep vector Case operator, E bi
Ä .1 e a E e m e2 5 2 6
Ä .2 e b E e m e2 1 2 5
Ä .3 e b E e m e5 4 1 5
Ä .4 e b E e m e4 3 1 4
Ä .5 e b E e m e3 2 1 3
Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄWe thus obtain the expression E E E E E b s e m e s x , whenceÃ2 3 4 1 5 1 2 1
Ä Ä Ä Ä Äb s F F F F F x .Ã5 1 4 3 2 1
We claim that these sequences will satisfy the requirements of Section 3.
Ä2w x w xSuppose b g B , and i g 1, n . Then, by 6, 3.3.2 , F b s 0. Thus nor i
subsequence of the form i , i with i s i will occur in the se-u uq1 u uq1
quences generated by the algorithm, since the algorithm never produces
 .zero it always generates an expression for an element of B , andr
 .condition 1 in Section 3 is seen to hold.
Ä Ä ÄSuppose b s e m e m ??? m e g B . Let b s F F ??? F x be theÃj j j r i i i 11 2 r 1 2 k
expression defined above. By the remarks in the definition of the algo-
Ä Ärithm, we see that b has i -reduced form u and F ??? F x has i -re-Ã1 y i i 1 12 k
duced form u . We shall need the following lemma:q
w xLEMMA 4.1. Fix i g 1, n . We define the following map p from formal
 .  .tensors in the symbols u , u , and u to Z. First, put p u s 1, p u sq y 0 q y
 . 1 2 sy1, and p u s 0. If u m u m ??? m u is a formal tensor in u , u , and0 q y
 1 2 s. s  j.u , put p u m u m ??? m u s  p u . Suppose now b s e m e0 js1 j j1 2
m ??? m e g B has weight n and i-reduced from u1 m u2 m ??? m us, wherej rrj  1 2 s. Xeach u is one of u , u , or u . Let c s p u m u m ??? m u . If b g Vq y 0 r
has the same weight as b, then K bX s ¨ cbX.i
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Proof. Let t s t m t m ??? m t be the formal tensor obtained from b1 2 r
by replacing each e by t , where e is of type t for i so eachj k j kk k
 4.  .t g u , u . Then p t s c, since in obtaining the i-reduced form fromk " 0
 .t, only u 's and pairs u m u upon which p takes the value zero are0 q y
removed. The weight of bX is the weight of b and therefore is the sum of
the weights of the vectors e , e , . . . , e . Let n be the weight of e ,j j j k j1 2 r k
k s 1, 2, . . . , r. Each e is of type t for i and therefore by Remark 3.2,j kk
 U .  . r  U .  .n , a s p t . Therefore, as n s  n , we have n , a s p t .k i k ks1 k i
X Xp  t .  .Thus, by Remark 3.2, K b s ¨ b as required, since p t s c.i
Ä Ä Ä Ä  .Since F ??? F x has the same weight as F ??? F x , and p u s 1,Ãi i 1 i i 1 q2 k 2 k
Ä Ä Ä Ä  .we have K F ??? F x s ¨F ??? F x and we have shown condition 2 ai i i 1 i i 11 2 k 2 k
Ä Äof Section 3. Suppose that E F ??? F x / 0. Its weight is then a weighti i i 11 2 k
of V and there is an element b in B with the same weight. Its i -reducedr 1 r 1
form can have at most one u in it and therefore, by Lemma 4.1,q
Ä Ä c Ä Ä Ä ÄK E F ??? F x s ¨ E F ??? F x for some c F 1. But K F ??? F xi i i i 1 i i i 1 i i i 11 1 2 k 1 2 k 2 k
Ä Ä Ä Ä 3 Ä Äs ¨F ??? F x , whence K E F ??? F x s ¨ E F ??? F x , a contradic-i i 1 i i i i 1 i i i 12 k 1 2 k 1 2 k
Ä Ätion. Hence E F ??? F x s 0. Therefore all of the conditions we re-i i i 11 2 k
quired of the algorithm in Section 3 are satisfied and we have proved:
 .  .THEOREM 4.2 Type A . Let L , B be a crystal basis for V as inr r r
Är1 Är2 ÄrkTheorem 2.3. Suppose that b g B and let b s F F ??? F x be the expres-Ãr j j j t1 2 k
Äsion gi¨ en by the algorithm abo¨e, with equal F 's adjacent in the productj
Ä Ä Ägathered together. Then each r s 1, for p s 1, 2, . . . , k. Let b s F F ???p j j1 2Ä Ä ÄF x . Then b s F F ??? F x and b is the canonical basis element corre-j 1 j j j 1k 1 2 k
sponding to b.
5. TYPE Cn
Note that we include here the case C . We recall here the Dynkin2
diagram:
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The first fundamental module, V , has dimension 2n, so B has 2n1 1
elements, which we label e , e , . . . , e , e , e , . . . , e . The crystal graph is:1 2 n 1 2 n
The edge labels are written above the edges, and vertex j corresponds to
 w x.the crystal basis element e see 6, Sect. 4.2 . Define a total order U onj
 41, 2, . . . , n, 1, 2, . . . , n by putting:
1 U 2 U ??? U n U n U n y 1 U ??? U 1.
w x mrFor r g 1, n , B is contained in B . It consists of the set:r 1
¡ ¦1 U j $ j $ ??? $ j U 11 2 r~ ¥.e m e m ??? m e : and if j s j for some k , l ,j j j l k1 2 r¢ §then k q r q 1 y l F j .k
 w x .See 6, Sect. 4.3 . We shall now describe a recursive algorithm which,
for each b g B , will produce a sequence i , i , . . . , i , as in Section 3, suchr 1 2 k
Ä Ä Äthat b s F F ??? F x .Ãi i i 11 2 k
AN ALGORITHM FOR TYPE C. Suppose b s e m e m ??? m e g B ,j j j r1 2 r
and suppose that b / x . Note that we have x s e m e m ??? m e , sinceÃ Ã1 1 1 2 r
Äeach E kills this vector. Suppose we have defined a sequence for allj
r  . crystal basis elements of this form with smaller sum  « j wheress1 s
 .  .  .  .  .« 1 s 1, « 2 s 2, . . . , « n s n, « n s n q 1, « n y 1 s n q
 . .2, . . . , « 1 s 2n . As in case A, we say that e is mo¨able in b if therejmÄw xexists i g 1, n such that E e is not e for any s and is not zero. Notei j jm s
Ä .  4that by condition 5 of Definition 2.2, E e lies in B j 0 . At least onei j 1m
e is movable in b since b / x . Let e be the vector in b with mÃj 1 jm m
minimal such that e is movable. We call this the leftmost mo¨able ¨ectorjm
in b. Let i be the label on the edge to the left of j on the crystal graph.m
w x w xSo if j g 2, n , i s j y 1, and if j s j for some j g 1, n , then i s j.m m m
ÄWe shall consider the element E b for this value of i.i
w xNote that, if k g 1, n y 1 then in B , e and e are of type u for k,1 k kq1 q
e and e are of type u for k, and all other e 's are of type u for k.kq1 k y p 0
For n, e is of type u , e is of type u , and all other e 's are of type u .n q n y p 0
Ä Since e is the leftmost movable vector in b, E e the correspondingj i jm m
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.vector of type u , for i does not occur in b, so the i-reduced form of bq
  ..see Proposition 2.8, step b must be either u , u m u , or u m u ,y y q y y
with the first u in each case corresponding to e . Note that the casey jm
Äu m u cannot occur: since e is movable, E e does not occur in b so,q y j i jm m
looking at the crystal graph, the only way this could happen would be for
w x  .j s j for j in 1, n y 1 and for e to occur also in b say as e . Since em j j jl m
is the leftmost movable vector in b, e cannot be movable, whence ej jy1
must also occur in b, to the left of e . Similarly, e , . . . , e must alsoj jy2 1
 .occur in b. Thus l G j. Since m F r we have l q r q 1 y m G j q 1 ) j,
contradicting the above condition for e m e m ??? m e to lie in B , soj j j r1 2 r
this situation cannot occur. We call this argument the domino argument,
and it will be used again later.
ÄFollowing the steps through in Proposition 2.8, we see that E b is noti
zero and has i-reduced form as follows:
Äi-reduced form of b i-reduced form of E bi
 .a u uy q
 .b u m u u m uy q q q
 .c u m u u m uy y y q
Ä r  .It is clear that E b has smaller sum  « j , so we have alreadyi ss1 s
Ä Ä Ä Ädefined a sequence for it by assumption, say E b s F F ??? F x , andÃi i i i 11 2 k
Ä Ä Ätherefore we have a sequence for b given by b s F F F ??? F x , usingÃi i i i 11 2 k
 .condition 6 of Definition 2.2.
EXAMPLE. We consider the case C when r s 2 and take the crystal3
basis element b s e m e s e m e . For the first step, the leftmostj j 2 11 2
Ä Ä .movable vector is e , as E e s e . The algorithm tells us to apply E ,2 1 2 1 1
which takes b to e m e . Here is a summary of all the steps:2 2
Leftmost movable Kashiwara i-reduced
ÄStep vector operator, E b form of bi
Ä1 e E e m e u m u2 1 2 1 y y
Ä2 e E e m e u m u2 1 2 2 y q
Ä3 e E e m e u2 2 1 2 y
Ä4 e E e m e u3 3 1 3 y
Ä5 e E e m e u3 2 1 3 y
Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄWe thus obtain the expression E E E E E b s e m e s x , whenceÃ2 3 2 1 1 1 2 1
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä b s F F F F F x . Note the similarity of this example to the example inÃ1 1 2 3 2 1
type A given in the previous section; see Proposition 5.2 for more5
.details.
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We claim that these sequences will satisfy the requirements of Section 3.
Ä3w x w xSuppose b g B , and i g 1, n . Then, by 6, 4.3.3 , F b s 0. Therefore, asr i
the algorithm never produces zero it always generates an expression for
.  .  .an element of B , condition 1 in Section 3 is seen to hold. Supposer
Ä Ä Äb s e m e m ??? m e g B . Let b s F F ??? F x be the expression de-Ãj j j r i i i 11 2 r 1 2 k
fined above. We consider first the case when i s i for some u. Theu uq1
Ä Äonly way this can happen is for F ??? F x to have i -reduced formÃi i 1 uuq 2 k
Äu m u since the algorithm will have told us to apply E twice toq q i u
Ä Ä Ä .F F ??? F x ; see the table of i-reduced forms above . Lemma 4.1Ãi i i 1u uq1 k
Ä Äapplies equally well to this case as to type A, so we have K F ??? F xi i i 1u uq2 k
2 Ä Ä Ä Äs ¨ F ??? F x . Suppose that E F ??? F x / 0. Its weight is then ai i 1 i i i 1uq 2 k u uq2 k
weight of V and there is an element b in B with the same weight. Itsr 1 r
i -reduced form can have at most two u 's in it and therefore, by Lemmau q
Ä Ä c Ä Ä Ä4.1, K E F ??? F x s ¨ E F ??? F x for some c F 2. But K Fi i i i 1 i i i 1 i iu u uq1 k u uq1 k u uq2
Ä 2 Ä Ä Ä Ä 4 Ä??? F x s ¨ F ??? F x , whence K E F ??? F x s ¨ E F ???i 1 i i 1 i i i i 1 i ik uq1 k u u uq1 k u uq1
Ä Ä Ä  .F x , a contradiction. Thus E F ??? F x s 0 and condition 3 ofi 1 i i i 1k u uq2 k
Section 3 is seen to hold.
Next consider the case when i is distinct from its neighbors. The onlyu
Ä Äway this can happen is for F ??? F x to have i -reduced form u ,Ãi i 1 u quq 1 k
Ä Ä Äu m u , or u m u . Note that F F ??? F x is a crystal basis elementÃy q q q i i i 1u uq1 k
Äthat the algorithm specifies we should apply E to as a first step. The tablei u Ä Ä .above tells us the only possible i -reduced forms of F ??? F x . Sup-Ãu i i 1uq 1 k
pose it was u m u . Then consider the definition of the algorithm. Let ey q jm
Ä Ä Äbe the leftmost movable vector in F F ??? F x , which must correspondÃi i i 1u uq1 k Ä Ä Äto the first u in the i -reduced form u m u for F F ??? F x ,Ãy u y y i i i 1u uq1 kÄ Ä Ä Äbecause it is leftmost. Then applying E to F F ??? F x does not alterÃi i i i 1u u uq1 k
e }it is the vector corresponding to the second u which is altered.j ym
Ä  .Recall that in Proposition 2.8 c , to apply E , the rightmost u is changedi y
Ä Ä.to a u . Therefore e is also the leftmost movable vector in F ??? F x .Ãq j i i 1m uq1 k
Thus, according to the algorithm, we must have i s i , a contradiction,u uq1
Äso this case cannot occur. We thus have, applying Lemma 4.1, K F ???i iu uq1
Ä c Ä Ä  4  .F x s ¨ F ??? F x for some c g 1, 2 , and condition 2 a of Sectioni 1 i i 1k uq1 k
Ä Ä3 is shown to hold. Suppose that E F ??? F x / 0. Its weight is then ai i i 1u uq2 k
weight of V and there is an element b in B with the same weight. Itsr 1 r
i -reduced form can have at most two u 's in it and therefore, by Lemmau q
Ä Ä c Ä Ä Ä4.1, K E F ??? F x s ¨ E F ??? F x for some c F 2. But K Fi i i i 1 i i i 1 i iu u uq1 k u uq1 k u uq2
Ä e Ä Ä Ä Ä??? F x s ¨ F ??? F x , where e s 1 or 2, whence K E F ??? F xi 1 i i 1 i i i i 1k uq1 k u u uq1 k
eq2 Ä Ä Ä Äs ¨ E F ??? F x , a contradiction. Thus we have E F ??? F x si i i 1 i i i 1u uq1 k u uq2 k
 .0 and condition 2 of Section 3 is seen to hold.
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Therefore all of the conditions we required of the algorithm in Section 3
are satisfied and we have proved:
 .  .THEOREM 5.1 Type C . Let L , B be a crystal basis for V as inr r r
Är1 Är2 ÄrkTheorem 2.3. Suppose that b g B and let b s F F ??? F x be the expres-Ãr j j j 11 2 k
Äsion gi¨ en by the algorithm abo¨e, with equal F 's adjacent in the productj
Ä Är1 Är2 Ärk Ä  r1.  r2 .  rk .gathered together. Let b s F F ??? F x . Then b s F F ??? F xj j j 1 j j j 11 2 k 1 2 k
Äand b is the canonical basis element corresponding to b.
We now look at the connection with A . Note that the crystal graph2 ny1
for the basic module for A is as follows:2 ny1
It is the same graph as that for the basic module for C , with differentn
labels. The inverse of the map « defined at the start of the definition of
the algorithm takes the vertices of the graph in case A onto the2 ny1
vertices of the graph in case C bijectively. Also, we define a map t :n
 4  4  .  41, 2, . . . , 2n y 1 ª 1, 2, . . . , n by t m s min m, 2n y n , which takes
the edges of the graph in case A onto the edges of the graph in case2 ny1
C . Let L be the r th fundamental module in case A , with our fixedn r 2 ny1
highest weight vector y and crystal basis element y of highest weight.Ã1 1
 .Here we are always referring to the crystal bases as in Theorem 2.3.
We want to see a connection between the bases in L , the module inr
type A , and V , the module in type C the examples in this section2 ny1 r n
.and the previous one give an example of this . Note that the dimension of
2n 2 n 2 n .  .  .  wL is , while the dimension of V is only y see 1, Table 2, p.r rr r r y 2
x.214 , so L has more crystal basis elements than V , and we cannot hoper r
to get a one-to-one correspondence between these crystal bases. The
solution is to take a restricted subset of the crystal basis for L . Ther
following proposition describes exactly what happens, and also the corre-
sponding results for the canonical basis.
Ä Ä ÄPROPOSITION 5.2. Let n G 2 and r F n. Suppose that F F ??? F y s eÃi i i 1 j1 2 k 1
me m ??? m e is a crystal basis element, as generated by the algorithm, forj j2 r
the module L in case A we use the notation from Section 4 except thatr 2 ny1
.we denote the type A fundamental module by L with the property that if2 ny1 r
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j s j F n and j s 2n q 1 y j for some k, l, then k q r q 1 y l F j. Thenk l
Ä Ä ÄF F ??? F x is a crystal basis element for the module V in case C .Ãt  i . t  i . t  i . 1 r n1 2 k
Furthermore, e¨ery crystal basis element in V arises exactly once in this way.r
Ä Ä ÄSimilarly, if F F ??? F y is the corresponding type A canonical basisi i i 1 2 ny11 2 k
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .element so F F ??? F y satisfies the abo¨e restrictions , then F F ???Ãi i i 1 t  i . t  i .1 2 k 1 2
ÄF x lies in the canonical basis for V in type C . Each canonical basist  i . 1 r nk
element for V in type C will arise exactly once in this way.r n
Proof. Before starting the proof we give an example to illustrate the
significance of the restriction above. Suppose that n s r s 2. Then the
4 4 4 .  .  .dimension of L is s 6, while the dimension of V is y s 6 y 1r r2 2 0
s 5. Thus five of the crystal basis elements for L will give the crystal basisr
elements for V . The only crystal basis element in L that does not satisfyr r
the restriction is e m e take k s 1, l s 2; then k q r q 1 y l s 1 q 21 4
. y1 y1q 1 y 2 s 2 ) j s 1 . The element e m e s e m e does not lie« 1. « 4. 1 1
in the crystal basis for V .r
Using the notation in Section 4, let e m e m ??? m e be a crystal basisj j j1 2 r
element for L in type A , satisfying the given restrictions. Theser 2 ny1
 .restrictions, and the similarity of the crystal graph of L in type A1 2 ny1
 .and V in type C and the corresponding total orders defined on the1 n
  4.vertices in A just the natural ordering of the integers 1, 2, . . . , 2n2 ny1
imply that e y1 m e y1 m ??? m e y1 , with the notation of this sec-«  j . «  j . «  j .1 2 r
tion, is a crystal basis element for V in type C . It is clear that everyr n
crystal basis element of V will arise in this way exactly once, because ther
restriction in the proposition corresponds exactly to the restriction in the
 .description of the crystal basis of V see the start of this section . Ther
statement in the proposition about crystal bases will follow from the fact
Äthat if E is a Kashiwara operator in case A and the definition of the casei
ÄA algorithm specifies that we should apply E to b s e m e m ??? m e toi j j j1 2 r
get e m e m ??? m e , then the case C algorithm specifies that wek k k1 2 rÄ y1 y1 y1 y1should apply E to e m e m ??? m e to get e mt  i. «  j . «  j . «  j . « k .1 2 r 1
e y1 m ??? m e y1 . We shall now verify this fact. The algorithm in case« k . « k .2 r
A was defined exactly so this would happen.
Let e be the leftmost movable vector in b. Suppose first that ej 2 nq2yjm m
is in the expression for b, is also movable in b, and j - n. The casem
ÄA algorithm specifies that we apply E to b, and this will2 ny1 2 nq2yj y1m
y1 . y1 .change e to e . Now « j s j and « 2n q 2 y j2 nq2yj 2 nq2yj y1 m m mm m
y1 y1 y1s j y 1. Each of these will be movable in e m e m ??? m e .m «  j . «  j . «  j .1 2 r
The leftmost movable vector here will be e , since e is leftmost movablej jm m
in b, and therefore the case C algorithm will specify we should applyn
Ä Ä  .   .4E s E , since t j y 1 s min j y 1, 2n y j y 1 and j yj y1 t  j y1. m m m mm m
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 . y1 y1 y11 - n. The j y 1 -reduced form of e m e m ??? m e mustm «  j . «  j . «  j .1 2 r
be u m u . This is because both e and e are in it}each reduces toy y j j y1m m
u }and each one is movable, so there can be no u in the reduced form.y q
ÄTherefore applying E will affect the rightmost u and change e toj y1 y j y1m m
 y1 y1e that is, e to e , corresponding to what the typej « 2 nq2yj . « 2 nq1yj .m m m
A algorithm did to b above.2 ny1
Next, suppose that e is not in the expression for b, or that it is in2 nq2yjm
b but is not movable in b. If it was in the expression for b and was
movable but we had j G n q 1 then e would not be the leftmostm jm
movable vector so this could not happen. The case A algorithm2 ny1
Äspecifies that we should apply E to b and this will change e to e .j y1 j j y1m m m
Now e y1 will certainly be the leftmost movable vector in e y1 m«  j . «  j .m 1
y1 .y1 y1e m ??? m e . First, suppose that j F n, so « j s j and the«  j . «  j . m m m2 r
Ätype C algorithm specifies we should apply E which will change e ton j y1 jm m
 .y1 y1e that is, e to e , corresponding to what the type Aj y1 « n. «  j y1. 2 ny1m m
y1 .algorithm did to b above. If j s n q 1, then « j s n and the typem m
ÄC algorithm specifies that we should apply E which will change e to en n n n
 .y1 y1that is, e to e , corresponding to what the type A algo-« nq1. « n 2 ny1
y1 .rithm did to b above. Finally, suppose that j ) n q 1, so « jm m
s 2n q 1 y j and the type C algorithm specifies that we should applym n
Ä  y1E which will change e to e that is, e2 nq1yj 2 nq1yj 2 nq2yj «  j .m m m m
.y1to e , corresponding to what the type A algorithm did to b«  j y1. 2 ny1m
above. Note that in each of these cases, if the type C algorithm specifiesn
Ä y1 y1 y1E , then the i-reduced form of e m e m ??? m e is either ui «  j . «  j . «  j . y1 2 r
or u m u since we have assumed e is not in the expression for by q 2 nq2yjm
Äor that it is in b but is not movable in b. This means that the E does acti
as claimed in each case.
We have shown that the statement regarding crystal bases is true, and
the statement about canonical bases follows from the statement about
crystal bases and Theorems 4.2 and 5.1.
6. TYPE Dn
We recall here the Dynkin diagram:
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The first fundamental module, V , has dimension 2n, so B has 2n1 1
elements, which we label e , e , . . . , e , e , e , . . . , e . The crystal graph is:1 2 n 1 2 n
 w x.Vertex j corresponds to the crystal basis element e see 6, Sect. 6.2 .j
 4Define a partial order U on 1, 2, . . . , n, 1, 2, . . . , n by putting:
n
1 U 2 U ??? U n y 1 U U n y 1 U ??? U 2 U 1.
n
w x  w xWe shall assume in this section that r g 1, n y 2 see 8 for considera-
. w x mrtion of the case r s n y 1 or n . For r g 1, n y 2 , B is contained in Br 1
 w x.see 6, Sect. 6.3 . It consists of the set of elements e m e m ??? m ej j j1 2 r
  .  .  .with 1 U j $ j $ ??? $ j U 1 except j , j s n, n or n, n are1 2 r m mq1
.  .both allowed , such that if j s j for some k, l, then k q r q 1 y l F j .l k k
 w x .See 6, Sect. 6.3 . We shall now describe a recursive algorithm which,
for each b g B , will produce a sequence i , i , . . . , i , as in Section 3, suchr 1 2 k
Ä Ä Äthat b s F F ??? F x .Ãi i i 11 2 k
AN ALGORITHM FOR TYPE D. Suppose b s e m e m ??? m e g B ,j j j r1 2 r
Äand suppose that b / x . We have x s e m e m ??? m e since each EÃ Ã1 1 1 2 r j
kills this vector. Suppose we have defined a sequence for all crystal basis
r  .   .  .elements of this form with smaller sum  k j where k 1 s 1, k 2 sss1 s
 .  .  .  . .2, . . . , k n s n, k n s n, k n y 1 s n q 1, . . . , k 1 s 2n y 1 . As in
w xcase A, we say that e is mo¨able in b if there exists i g 1, n such thatjmÄ  .E e is not e for any s and is not zero. Note that by condition 5 ofi j jm s
Ä  4Definition 2.2, E e lies in B j 0 . At least one e is movable in b sincei j 1 jm m
b / x . Let e be the vector in b with m minimal such that e isÃ1 j jm m
w xmovable. We call this the leftmost mo¨able ¨ector in b. We define i g 1, n
in the following way:
 .Case I . Suppose that j s n y 1 and that neither e nor e occurs inm n n
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the expression for b. We put i s n y 1. We could equally well put i s n
here but we make a choice for definiteness.
 .Case II . Suppose that j s n and the part of the expression for bm
 .immediately after e including e is of the form:j jm m
e m e m ??? m e m e m e ,n n n n ny1
where e m e appears at least once. We put i s n y 1.n n
 .Case III . Suppose that j s n and the expression for b immediatelym
 .after e including e is of the form:j jm m
e m e m ??? m e m e m e ,n n n n ny1
where e m e appears at least once in the expression. We put i s n.n n
 .Case IV . Suppose that none of the above cases occur. Let i be such
Ä  .that E e is not zero and is not e for any k. This is uniquely defined;i j jm k
 .Case I deals with the only case where such an i is not unique.
 .  .  .We do not treat cases II and III in the same way as case IV in order
to make clear a nice connection with the type B case see the nextny1
.section . However, the algorithm would still work if we made this simplifi-
Äcation. We shall consider the element E b for this value of i.i
w xNote that, if k g 1, n y 1 , then in B , e and e are of type u for1 k kq1 q
k, e and e are of type u for k, and all other e 's are of type u for k.kq1 k y p 0
For n, e and e are of type u , e and e are of type u , and alln ny1 q ny1 n y
other e 's are of type u . The following are clear, using the fact that e isp 0 jm
the leftmost movable vector in b:
 .  .  .In case I , II , or III , the i-reduced form of b must be u . In casey
 . IV , the i-reduced form of b must be u , u m u , or u m u . Note thaty y q y y
 .  .we eliminate the case u m u for I and IV with the domino argumentq y
.as in the algorithm for type C . The subsequences of the formn
 .n, n, n, n, n, . . . with or without the initial n do not introduce more u 'sq
or u 's than this into the reduced form since for n y 1 the reduced formy
of e m e is empty, and for n the reduced from of e m e is empty; forn n n n
any other k their i-reduced forms are clearly empty. Following all the
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Ästeps in Proposition 2.8, we see that E b is not zero and has i-reducedi
form as follows:
Äi-reduced form of b i-reduced form of E bi
 .a u uy q
 .b u m u u m uy q q q
 .c u m u u m uy y y q
ÄSince applying E to b replaces an e in b with a vector with suffixi k
further to the left in the crystal graph, that is, smaller in the given partial
Ä r  .order, E b has smaller sum  k j so we have already defined ai ss1 s
Ä Ä Ä Äsequence for it by assumption, say E b s F F ??? F x , and therefore we-Ãi i i i 11 2 k
Ä Ä Ä Ä  .have a sequence for b given by b s F F F ??? F x , using condition 6 ofÃi i i i 11 2 k
Definition 2.2.
EXAMPLE. We consider the case D when r s 3 and take the crystal4
basis element b s e m e m e s e m e m e . For the first step, thej j j 4 4 31 2 3 Ä  .  .leftmost movable vector is e , as E e s e . We are in case II , because4 4 4 3
Äof the form of b, so the algorithm tells us to apply E , which takes b to3
e m e m e . Here is a summary of all the steps:4 4 4
Leftmost movable Kashiwara i-reduced
ÄStep vector Case operator, E b form of bi
Ä .1 e II E e m e m e u4 3 4 4 3 y
Ä .2 e IV E e m e m e u4 4 4 4 4 y
Ä .3 e IV E e m e m e u3 2 3 4 4 y
Ä .4 e IV E e m e m e u2 1 2 4 4 y
Ä .5 e IV E e m e m e u m u4 3 1 4 4 y q
Ä .6 e IV E e m e m e u3 2 1 3 4 y
Ä .7 e IV E e m e m e u4 4 1 2 4 y
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄWe thus obtain the expression E E E E E E E b s e m e m e s x ,Ã4 2 3 1 2 4 3 1 2 3 1
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Äwhence b s F F F F F F F x .Ã3 4 2 1 3 2 4 1
We claim that these sequences will satisfy the requirements of Section 3.
Ä3w x w xSuppose b g B , and i g 1, n . Then, by 6, 6.3.5 , we have F b s 0.r i
Therefore, as the algorithm never produces zero it always generates an
.  .  .expression for an element of B , condition 1 in Section 3 is seen tor
hold. Arguing in exactly the same way as in type C , we see that conditionsn
 .  .2 and 3 of Section 3 hold.
Therefore all of the conditions we required of the algorithm in Section 3
are satisfied and we have proved:
 .  .THEOREM 6.1 Type D . Let L , B be a crystal basis for V as inr r r
Är1 Är2 ÄrkTheorem 2.3. Suppose that b g B and let b s F F ??? F x be the expres-Ãr j j j 11 2 k
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Äsion gi¨ en by the algorithm abo¨e, with equal F 's adjacent in the productj
Ä Är1 Är2 Ärk Ä  r1.  r2 .  rk .gathered together. Let b s F F ??? F x . Then b s F F ??? F xj j j 1 j j j 11 2 k 1 2 kÄand b is the canonical basis element corresponding to b.
7. TYPE Bny1
We recall here the Dynkin diagram:
Note. Throughout we assume the rank to be n y 1, where n g N, n G
3; later we will compare it with D .n
The first fundamental module, V , has dimension 2n y 1, so B has1 1
2n y 1 elements, which we label e , e , . . . , e , e , e , e , . . . , e . The1 2 ny1 0 1 2 ny1
crystal graph is:
The edge labels are written above the edges, and vertex j corresponds to
 w x.the crystal basis element e see 6, Sect. 5.2 . Define a total order U onj
 41, 2, . . . , n y 1, 1, 2, . . . , n y 1 by putting:
1 U 2 U ??? U n y 1 U 0 U n y 1 U ??? U 2 U 1.
w x  w xWe shall assume in this section that r g 1, n y 2 see 8 for considera-
. w x mr tion of the case r s n y 1 . For r g 1, n y 2 , B is contained in B seer 1
w x.6, Sect. 5.3 . It consists of the set of elements e m e m ??? m e withj j j1 2 r
  .  . .1 U j $ j $$ j U 1 except that j , j s 0, 0 is allowed such that1 2 r m mq1
 .if j s j for some k, l, then k q r q 1 y l F j .l k k
 w x.See 6, Sect. 5.3 . We shall now describe a recursive algorithm which,
for each b g B , will produce a sequence i , i , . . . , i , as in Section 3, suchr 1 2 k
Ä Ä Äthat b s F F ??? F x .Ãi i i 11 2 k
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AN ALGORITHM FOR TYPE B. Suppose b s e m e m ??? m e g B ,j j j r1 2 r
Äand suppose that b / x . We have x s e m e m ??? m e since each EÃ Ã1 1 1 2 r j
kills this vector. Suppose we have defined a sequence for all crystal basis
r  .   .  .elements of this form with smaller sum  g j where g 1 s 1, g 2 sss1 s
 .  .  .  .2, . . . , g n y 1 s n y 1, g 0 s n, g n y 1 s n q 1, g n y 2 s n q 2,
 . .. . . , g 1 s 2n y 1 . As in case A, we say that e is mo¨able in b if therejmÄw xexists i g 1, n such that E e is not e for any s and is not zero. Notei j jm s
Ä .  4that by condition 5 of Definition 2.2, E e lies in B j 0 . At least onei j 1m
e is movable in b since b / x . Let e be the vector in b with mÃj 1 jm m
minimal such that e is movable. We call this the leftmost mo¨able ¨ectorjm
in b. Let i be the label on the edge to the left of j on the crystal graph.m
w xSo, if j g 1, n y 1 , i s j y 1; if j s 0, i s n y 1; and if j s j form m m m
Äw xsome j g 1, n y 1 then i s j. We shall consider the element E b for thisi
value of i.
w xNote that if k g 1, n y 2 , then in B , e and e are of type u for1 k kq1 q
k; e and e are of type u for k; and all other e 's are of type u for k.kq1 k y p 0
For n y 1 e is of type u , e is of type u , e is of type u , and allny1 1 0 2 ny1 3
other e 's are of type u . Recall that in Kashiwara and Nakashima'sp 0
Ä Ä description of the way the operators E and F act on the crystal basis seei i
.Proposition 2.8 , elements of type u , u , and u are replaced by u m u ,1 2 3 q q
u m u , and u m u , respectively.y q y y
The following are clear, using the fact that e is the leftmost movablejm
vector in b: If i / n y 1, the only possibilities for the i-reduced form of b
are u , u m u , and u m u . We eliminate the possibility of an i-re-y y q y y
duced form u m u by using the domino argument}see the definition ofq y
the algorithm for type C, near the start of Section 5. If i s n y 1 then
j s n y 1 or 0. If it is n y 1 there can be no e 's in the expression for bm 0
and, again using the domino argument, we see that the only possibility for
the i-reduced form of b is u m u . If j s 0 then e cannot occur in b,y y m ny1
as e is movable. If e m e m ??? m e s e m e m ??? m e then thej j j q1 j 0 0 0m m m r
i-reduced form of b is u m u . Otherwise, the expression for b includesy q
 .e m ??? m e m e for some k / 0 where the first e is e . If k / n y 10 0 k 0 jm
then the i-reduced from of b is u m u . If k s n y 1 then the i-reducedy q
form of b is u m u . So, overall, the only possibilities for the i-reducedy y
form of b are u , u m u , and u m u . Following the steps through iny y q y y
ÄProposition 2.8, we see that E b is not zero and has i-reduced form asi
follows:
Äi-reduced form of b i-reduced form of E bi
 .a u uy q
 .b u m u u m uy q q q
 .c u m u u m uy y y q
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ÄSince applying E to b replaces an e in b with a vector with suffixi k
further to the left in the crystal graph, that is, smaller in the given total
Ä r  .order, E b has smaller sum  g j . So we have already defined ai ss1 s
Ä Ä Ä Äsequence for it by assumption, say E b s F F ??? F x , and therefore weÃi i i i 11 2 kÄ Ä Ä Ä  .have a sequence for b given by b s F F F ??? F x , using condition 6 ofÃi i i i 11 2 k
Definition 2.2.
EXAMPLE. We consider the case B when r s 3 and take the crystal3
basis element b s e m e m e s e m e m e . For the first step, thej j j 0 0 31 2 3
Ä  .leftmost movable vector is e , as E e s e . The algorithm tells us to0 3 0 3
Äapply E , which takes b to e m e m e . Here is a summary of all the3 0 0 0
steps:
Leftmost movable Kashiwara i-reduced
ÄStep vector operator, E b form of bi
Ä1 e E e m e m e u m u0 3 0 0 3 y y
Ä2 e E e m e m e u m u0 3 0 0 0 y q
Ä3 e E e m e m e u3 2 3 0 0 y
Ä4 e E e m e m e u2 1 2 0 0 y
Ä5 e E e m e m e u m u0 3 1 0 0 y q
Ä6 e E e m e m e u3 2 1 3 0 y
Ä7 e E e m e m e u m u0 3 1 2 0 y q
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄWe thus obtain the expression E E E E E E E b s e m e m e s x ,Ã3 2 3 1 2 3 3 1 2 3 1
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä whence b s F F F F F F F x . Note the similarity of this example toÃ3 3 2 1 3 2 3 1
the example in type D given in the previous section; see Proposition 7.34
.for more details.
We claim that these sequences will satisfy the requirements of Section 3.
Ä3w x w xSuppose b g B , and i g 1, n . Then, by 6, 5.3.2 , F b s 0. Therefore, asr i
the algorithm never produces zero it always generates an expression for
.  .  .an element of B , condition 1 in Section 3 is seen to hold. We shallr
need the following lemma for the type B case:
w xLEMMA 7.1. Fix i g 1, n . Define the following map p on formal tensors
 .  .  .in u , u , and u . First, put p u s 1, p u s y1, and p u s 0. Ifq y 0 q y 0
1 2 s  1 2u m u m ??? m u is a formal tensor in u , u , and u , put p u m uq y 0
s. s  j.m ??? m u s  p u . Suppose now b s e m e m ??? m e g B hasjs1 j j j r1 2 r
1 2 s  1 2weight n and i-reduced form u m u m ??? m u . Let c s p u m u m ??? m
s. X X c Xu . If b g V has the same weight as b, then K b s ¨ b .r i
Proof. Let t s t m t m ??? m t be the formal tensor obtained from b1 2 r
by replacing each e by t , where e is of type t for i so t could, forj k j k kk k
.  .example, be u m u . Then p t s c, since in obtaining the i-reducedq q
form from t, only u 's and pairs u m u upon which p takes the value0 q y
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. Xzero are removed. The weight of b is the weight of b and therefore is the
sum of the weights of the vectors e , e , . . . , e . Let n be the weight ofj j j k1 2 r
e , k s 1, 2, . . . , r. Each e is of type t for i and therefore, by Remarkj j kk k
 U .  . r  U .  .3.2, n , a s p t . Therefore, as n s  n , n , a s p t , whence,k i k ks1 k i
X Xp  t .  .by Remark 3.2, K b s ¨ b as required, since p t s c.i
 .Condition 3 of Section 3 holds for the B case; the argument givenny1
for case C goes through in the same way, using the above lemma.n
Ä Ä ÄNow suppose that b s e m e m ??? m e g B and b s F F ??? F xÃj j j r i i i 11 2 r 1 2 k
is the expression for b given by the algorithm, with i distinct from itsu
Ä Äneighbors. The only way for this to happen is for F ??? F x to haveÃi i 1uq 1 k
Ä Ä Äi -reduced form u , u m u , or u m u . Note that F F ??? F x is aÃu q q q y q i i i 1u uq1 k
Äcrystal basis element that the algorithm specifies we should apply to E asi u
a first step. The table above tells us the only possible i -reduced forms ofu
Ä Ä .F ??? F x .Ãi i 1uq 1 k
We show that the case u m u cannot occur. Let e be the leftmosty q jm
Ä Ä Ämovable vector in F F ??? F x . Note that because e is a leftmostÃi i i 1 ju uq1 k m
movable vector, it cannot correspond to the second u in the i -reducedy u
Ä Ä Äform u m u for F F ??? F x , so suppose that it corresponds to theÃy y i i i 1u uq1 k Ä Ä Ä Ä  ..first u . Then by Proposition 2.8 c , applying E to F F ??? F x doesÃy i i i i 1u u uq1 k
not alter e }it is the vector corresponding to the second u which isj ym Ä Äaltered. Therefore e is also the leftmost movable vector in F ??? F x .Ãj i i 1m uq1 k
Thus, according to the algorithm, we must have i s i , contrary tou uq1
assumption, so this case cannot occur. There is one other possibility arising
here, that does not arise in the type C case. We may have that i s n y 1n u
and that u m u corresponds to e . Note that as i s n y 1 we onlyy y ny1 u
have to consider appearance of e , e , and e ; all other possibilitiesny1 0 ny1
are of type u for n y 1. We are therefore in the case when a subsequence0
Ä Ä Äof the form e m e m ??? m e m e occurs in F F ??? F x , with noÃ0 0 0 ny1 i i i 1u uq1 k
occurrence of e and possibly no e 's. If e appeared, the i -reducedny1 0 ny1 u
Ä Ä Ä .form of F F ??? F x would not be u m u . According to the algo-Ãi i i 1 y yu uq1 k
 .rithm, we must again have i s i s n y 1 following the steps through ,u uq1
contrary to assumption.
Therefore all of the conditions we required of the algorithms in Section
3 are satisfied and we have proved:
 .  .THEOREM 7.2 Type B . Let L , B be a crystal basis for V as inr r r
Är1 Är2 ÄrkTheorem 2.3. Suppose that b g B and let b s F F ??? F x be the expres-Ãr j j j 11 2 k
Äsion gi¨ en by the algorithm abo¨e, with equal F 's adjacent in the productj
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Ä Är1 Är2 Ärk Ä  r1.  r2 .  rk .gathered together. Let b s F F ??? F x . Then b s F F ??? F xj j j 1 j j j 11 2 k 1 2 k
Äand b is the canonical basis element corresponding to b.
We now look at the connection with D . Noting the crystal graph for then
 .basic module in case D see the start of Section 6 , we make the followingn
 4 definitions: define the map d : 1, 2, . . . , n, 1, 2, . . . , n ª 1, 2, . . . , n y 1,
4  .  .  .0, 1, 2, . . . , n y 1 by d m s m if m / n or n, and d n s d n s 0. This
map takes the vertices of the crystal graph for the basic module in case Dn
to those of the crystal graph for the basic module in case B . For a mapny1
 4 which operates similarly on the edges we use b : 1, 2, . . . , n ª 1, 2, . . . ,
4n y 1 which takes 1, 2, . . . , n y 1 to themselves, and n to n y 1. Let Lr
be the r th fundamental module in case D , with highest weight vector y ,n 1
and crystal basis element of highest weight y . Here we are alwaysÃ1
.referring to the crystal bases as in Theorem 2.3.
We want to see a connection between the bases in L , the module inr
type D , and V , the module in type B . Note that the dimension of Ln r ny1 r
2n 2 n y 1 .  .  w x.is , while the dimension of V is only see 1, Table 2, p. 214 , sorr r
L has more crystal basis elements than V , and we cannot get a one-to-oner r
correspondence. In this case, what happens is that we can get a crystal
basis element for V from every crystal basis element for L but there willr r
be some duplication; we should restrict to taking one crystal basis element
from each orbit of a certain involution s of the crystal basis of L seer
.below . The following proposition describes exactly what happens, and also
the corresponding results for the canonical basis.
Ä Ä ÄPROPOSITION 7.3. Suppose that F F ??? F y s e m e m ??? m e is aÃi i i 1 j j j1 2 k 1 2 r
crystal basis element, as generated by the algorithm, for the module L in caser
D we use the notation from Section 6 except that we denote the type Dn n
Ä Ä Ä.fundamental module by L . Then F F ??? F x is a crystal basisÃr b  i . b  i . b  i . 11 2 k
element for the module V in case B . Furthermore, e¨ery crystal basisr ny1
Ä Ä Äelement in V arises in this way. Similarly, if F F ??? F y is the correspond-r i i i 11 2 k
Ä Ä Äing type D canonical basis element so F F ??? F y satisfies the abo¨eÃn i i i 11 2 k
Ä Ä Ä.restrictions , then F F ??? F x lies in the canonical basis for V inb  i . b  i . b  i . 1 r1 2 k
type B . Each canonical basis element for V in tyep B will arise in thisny1 r ny1
way.
 4The in¨olution s of 1, 2, . . . , n, 1, 2, . . . , n which swaps n and n but fixes
e¨erything else induces an in¨olution on the crystal basis for L in case D , byr n
taking e m e m ??? m e to e m e m ??? m e . Also, if b g L , bj j j s  j . s  j . s  j . r1 2 r 1 2 r
 .and s b will gi¨ e rise to the same type B crystal basis element. If weny1
repeat the abo¨e starting only with one element from each orbit of s each
 4   .4.orbit is of the form b or b, s b , each crystal basis element in type Bny1
will arise exactly once. Similarly, if we start with the subset of the canonical
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basis in type D corresponding to this subset, we shall obtain each element ofn
the canonical basis in type B exactly once.ny1
Proof. Before giving the proof, we give an example of the duplication
method above. Suppose that n s 3 and r s 1, and consider the crystal
basis elements e and e of L . These both generate the crystal basis3 3 1
element e s e s e of V .0 d 3. d 3. 1
Using the notation in Section 6, let e m e m ??? m e be a crystal basisj j j1 2 r
element for L in type D . It follows from the definitions given above forr n
the crystal bases in types D and B that e m e m ??? m e is an ny1 d  j . d  j . d  j .1 2 r
crystal basis element of V in case B . Note that the restrictions givenr ny1
.in the descriptions of the crystal bases are very similar. It is clear that
every crystal basis element of V will arise in this way, and exactly once ifr
  .  . .we use the subset in the proposition. Note that d n s d n s 0. The
statements in the proposition about crystal bases will follow from the fact
Äthat if E is a Kashiwara operator in case D and the definition of the casei
ÄD algorithm specifies we should apply E to b s e m e m ??? m e to geti j j j1 2 r
e m e m ??? m e , then the case B algorithm specifies that we shouldk k k1 2 r
Ä Uapply E to b s e m e m ??? m e to get e m e m ???b  i. d  j . d  j . d  j . d k . d k .1 2 r 1 2
me . We shall now verify this fact. The algorithm in case D was definedd k .r
exactly so this would happen.
Let e be the leftmost movable vector in b. We consider the four casesjm
separated out in the definition of the algorithm for case D and check thatn
this is what happens in each case.
 .Case I . Suppose that j s n y 1 and that neither e nor e occurs inm n n
the expression for b. The type D algorithm specifies that in this situationn
Äwe should apply E to b, and this changes e to e . Since neither eny1 ny1 n n
Unor e occurs in the expression for b, b is the same expression as b.n
Again e is the leftmost movable vector in bU and the type Bj ny1m Ä Ä Ualgorithm specifies we should apply E s E to b and this changesny1 b ny1.
e to e , that is, e to e , which corresponds exactly to what theny1 0 d  ny1. d n.
type D algorithm did to b.
 .Case II . Suppose that j s n and the expression for b immediatelym
 .after e including e is of the formj jm m
e m e m ??? m e m e m e ,n n n n ny1
where e m e appears at least once in the expression. The type Dn n n
Äalgorithm specifies that we should apply E to b, and this changesny1
e m e m ??? m e m e m e to e m e m ??? m e m e m e . The cor-n n n n ny1 n n n n n
Uresponding part of b is e m e m ??? m e m e m e , with one e0 0 0 0 ny1 0
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corresponding to each e or e . The type B algorithm specifies that wen n ny1
Ä Ushould apply E to b , since e will be the leftmost movable vector inny1 0
Ub . Note that e cannot appear in b as e is movable, so it cannotny1 n
U Ä Uappear in b either. The result after applying E to b is e m eny1 0 0
m ??? m e m e , with one extra e . That is, e m e m ??? m e m0 0 0 d n. d n. d n.
e m e becomes e m e m ??? m e m e m e , whichd n. d  ny1. d n. d n. d n. d n. d n.
corresponds exactly to what the type D algorithm did to b.
 .Case III . Suppose that j s n and the expression for b immediatelym
 .after e including e is of the form:j jm m
e m e m ??? m e m e m e ,n n n n ny1
where e m e appears at least once in the expression. We argue in an n
 .similar way to case II .
 .Case IV . Suppose that none of the above cases occur. In this case
Äthere is a unique i such that E e is not zero and is not e for any k, andi j jm k
Äthe case D algorithm specifies that we should apply E to b, whichn i
Ächanges e to E e . It is clear that e will be the leftmost movablej i j d  j .m m m
U Ä Xvector in b . So the type B algorithm specifies that we should apply Eny1 i
U X  .to b , where i is the label on the edge immediately to the left of d j onm
the crystal graph for the basic module in type B . It is clear, from theny1
X  .definitions of d and b , that we must have i s b i . Suppose first that
Ä Äw x  . Xj g 1, n y 1 . Then E in type D takes e to e y 1 in b and E inm i n j j im m
. U  .type B takes e to e in b that is, it takes e to e . Any1 j j y1 d  j . d  j y1.m m m m
w xsimilar thing happens when j s j for some j g 1, n y 2 . If j s n y 1m m
 .then e cannot occur in b by the domino argument . Since we are notny1
 .  .  .in case I , II , or III , we must have j s n or n. We have i s n y 1my 1
in the first case and i s n in the latter. In the first case e m en ny1
Ubecomes e m e in b. In b , we have e m e which becomes e m en n 0 ny1 0 0
Ä Xafter applying E , which corresponds to this; the second case is similar.i
 . Finally, suppose j s n the case j s n is similar . After e andm m jm
. including it , b must look like e m e m ??? m e m e with or without then n n n
.e at the end , and after this there is not e since we are not in casen ny1
Ä .III . We have i s n y 1 and in b, E takes e m e m ??? m e m e toi n n n n
 .e m e m e m e ??? m e m e with or without the e at the end . Theny1 n n n n n n
U X Ä Xcorresponding part of b is e m e m ??? m e , i s n y 1, and E takes0 0 0 i
e m e ??? m e to e m e m ??? m e in bU , which corresponds to what0 0 0 ny1 0 0
happens in the D case.n
ROBERT MARSH860
We have shown that the statement regarding crystal bases is true, and
the statement above canonical bases follows from the statement about
crystal bases and Theorems 6.1 and 7.2.
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